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Over the last 15 years, great advances have been
made in security technologies. A renaissance in
scalable log analysis, analytics, new detection
technologies, and the application of machine
learning are helping organizations reduce operations
and security risk. In addition, many organizations
with dedicated security teams have adopted the
attitude that the organization is already under
attack and investigations should be continuous and
ongoing. This “Threat Hunter” approach to identify
attackers has also proved helpful in more quickly
identifying attacks. According to anecdotal evidence
from the latest Mandiant organization report and
statistics from the latest Verizon Report, these
changes have led to a small decline in the amount of
time between detection of a problem and getting to
root cause or discovering attacker intent.
Over the same time span, manual analysis process
activities have not changed. Using collected data,
analysts still struggle to quickly solve incidents and
put together a story that represents an accurate
account of what happened, why it happened,
and determine intent. They struggle to bridge the
communication gap between security and business.
New detection technologies, existing SIEMs, and a
change in approach to the problem don’t represent
a holistic strategy for increasing analysis speed,
accuracy and collaboration. Accelerating accurate
root cause analysis involves people, process, and
technology. A technology-based solution must alter
all three of the legs on this three-legged stool.
A major September 2017* study of 147 government
data analysts that were all top-secret, cleared GS12 level employees highlighted four major findings:
• Analysts correctly identified a genuine insider
threat 83.3% of the time.
• Analysts incorrectly identified the individual
involved in an insider threat 41.7% of the time.
• Analysis collaboration across a team of experts
increases accuracy by 37% over analysts who
individually assess the same information.
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However, this collaboration comes at the expense
of speed.
• The combination of high context, having all
needed data, and teamwork reduces the sense of
information overload.
We will look at each of these findings and highlight
a new category of solution, Continuous Data
Analysis (CDA). CDA solutions use machine
reasoning to support human analysts in decision
making, promote collaboration, and increase
analysis speed and accuracy. CDA solutions also
reduce the feeling of data overload by lowering the
burden and costs of platform management that
often prevent collecting vital contextual data.

WE KNOW THERE’S A PROBLEM
While not perfect, analysts are good at identifying
a problem. As previously mentioned, existing SIEMS,
detection solutions, analytics, scalable search, and
big data platforms coupled with a seasoned human
analyst can successfully and accurately identify a
problem 83% of the time. While the last 17% remains
elusive, better detection strategies and improvements
in processes have made a significant dent in reducing
problem discovery times. However, we posit that value
of an organization’s investment in time and money in
new detection strategies can’t be truly realized and
detection is only the first step in analysis.

TEAMWORK WINS, BUT SPEED IS LOST
Analysts are isolated in performing their inquiry.
Whether it’s inside the security or operations teams,
analysts can’t effectively share their findings. Each
analyst creates recorded analysis and a common
lexicon isn’t enforced. Understanding completed
analysis usually requires a discussion with its original
author and the accuracy of their memory. Analysis
begun by one analyst can’t easily be continued by
another analyst and often waits until the same
analyst can resume work. The problem is worse when
thinking about the chasm of understanding between
IT operations and security teams. The appropriate
analogy here would be a group of people speaking
in regional colloquialisms (a single organization’s

*Kelly, Ryan F. (2017). The insider threat to cybersecurity: How group process and ignorance affect analyst accuracy and promptitude. Calhoun Institutional Archive
of the Naval Postgraduate School
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operations or security team) vs. completely different
languages (the operations team and the security
team). Gathering and translating data into knowledge
takes too much time in the analysis process.

GETTING TO ATTRIBUTION FOR INSIDER
THREATS
Proper identification of an insider threat actor is
only slightly better than a coin flip. This is due to
the analyst having to work in isolation and without
context. The term context can mean different things to
different people. Context can mean application data,
configuration change data, ticketing data, identity
information, HR data, asset information, and behavior
data created through the use of custom algorithms.
All can add context to event data. This data typically
needs to be normalized for search alongside detection
data. All this context is really just additional data
unless it can be tied together by relationships. It’s the
relationships that ultimately drive the narrative in the
analysis and turn data into knowledge.
Currently, the analyst uses his or her own
understanding and mindset to insert relationships
into the data analysis process. Relationship context
is needed for documentation and is often created
on-the-fly. The ability to accurately create relationship
context is heavily dependent on how well the analyst
understands the business, the IT architecture, current
system vulnerabilities, business applications, the
relationships between individuals, and attacker
methodologies. As data is evaluated, element
relationships are held in human memory, and scientific
studies have shown that the human brain can’t hold
more than seven common things in memory with any
reliability.

REDUCING THE FEELING OF
INFORMATION OVERLOAD
Information overload is hard to quantify. Surprisingly,
it is not related to the volume of data that needs
to be analyzed. Rather, it is felt when analysts work
in isolation, without context, and without all the
information they need to be successful. Analysis may
be halted due to “analysis paralysis.” Consequently,
decisions in the analysis path can’t be made with
any level of confidence, and the analyst believes they
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have no path to accurate knowledge creation. Today,
analysis is based on what is known, as reported by
detection systems. Asset management systems
aren’t kept up to date and scanning systems only
get a glimpse of 70% of the IT assets at any given
time. These snapshots become inaccurate starting
the minute they are completed. In this way, SIEM and
UEBA products can only be a 70% solution.
Another part of this problem lies in the way data
platforms are managed. Constantly growing data
volumes add costs in two ways:

• Big data management platform vendors who
rely on a business model that charges customers
based on data ingest discourages customers from
adding data that may have security or operational
relevance for problem solving.

• Constantly growing data volumes drive the rising
cost of adding hardware, virtual instances, hosting,
and cloud instances that in turn can mean having to
hire additional subject matter experts.
Both of these costs can act as barriers to growing
data levels and adding context data needed by
analysts to identify complex scenarios.

HOW DOES A CONTINUOUS DATA
ANALYSIS (CDA) SOLUTION ADDRESS
THESE PROBLEMS
Data Platform Management Efficiency
Continuous Data Analysis is a holistic approach to the
problems of data platform management as well as
analysis speed, accuracy, and collaboration.
As data volumes grow, data platform management
becomes more complex. Manual processes for
complex deployment and management can’t scale
to keep up. As additional infrastructure is added,
manual steps increase the likelihood for management
and deployment errors. On-going management
also requires skill sets not usually found on your
data analysis team and adds staff cost. In many
organizations, the same team that performs the high
value task of analysis also manages the infrastructure.
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• How long ago did this occur and over what time
frame?

• What are the business risk implications of the

Efficiency
Gain

event?
To answer these questions, analysts review log data
from detection systems, configuration changes,
identity information, and as much pertinent
information as they can obtain. The majority of
analysts go through a process that consists of four
phases.

Data Volume
Management
Complexity

Figure 1: Data Platform Management Efficiency Gains

Optimizing platform management requires that
automation be brought to bare on all aspects of data
platform management throughout the platform
life cycle. Bulk configuration of network settings
and syncing NTP, configuration files, and other node
settings reduce the likelihood of deployment errors.
Search head and indexer cluster management provide
scalability for on-going configuration and tuning.
Efficient deployment and management reduce the
need for specialists. With the management and
deployment time lowered, data platform management
costs remain flat, even in the face of adding data
required for context (see Figure 1).

Addressing Analysis Process and Speed
If a critical operations or security event detection
has been validated, an analyst tries to respond by
answering a number of questions:

• Was this inadvertent or malicious?
• Are there previously known and unknown related
events?

• Do I recognize a pattern that I have knowledge
about?
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1. Decide — The analyst must first decide what data
object to start with. For performing alert triage,
the analyst looks at the data objects in the alert
or log and selects one to start a data search. The
object selected can be an IP address, MD5 Hash,
CVE, or other piece of information contained in the
alert. For the threat hunter, the data object could
originate in threat intelligence or as a review of
access of sensitive corporate data.
2. Search — The analyst next runs a search for the
data object across data types. This is an effort to
start putting together the story of what happened
by reviewing and keeping in mind the relationships
between the data types.
3. Pivot — In furtherance of the investigation, the
analyst selects a new data type with logs that
contained the original data object. In addition, the
analyst may select a different data object (pivot)
to use in continuing the investigation.
4. Review — Once a new or existing analysis path is
selected, (using either the original or a new data
object), the analyst reviews existing data.
These four steps, are repeated as analysis progresses
along a single-threaded track to root cause, or as
security incident cause and intent are determined.
Multiple data pivots and searches slow down analysis.
Analysts work in key value pairs reviewing elements in
large amounts of data with little to no context about
how they are related. Unfortunately, this process
can contain human bias and is heavily dependent on
human memory. Without a systematic approach,
notes taken during the process can leave out key
details and context.
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Adding Machine Reasoning (a form of AI) to the
analysis has the potential to add analysis efficiency
and increase accuracy. Using a learned relationship
ontology, the machine reasoning engine reads IT
operations, security, identity, and application data
and inserts the relevant relationship between data
objects such as IP addresses, identities, MD5 Hashes,
error messages, and data objects. These relationships
are stored in a graph database and displayed on
an analysis canvass that the analyst can use to
manipulate the data object(s).
At each decision cycle in an alert triage scenario,
when the analyst selects a data object, AI inserts the
appropriate contextual relationships in the analysis
path and offers
related data objects as
possible next steps.
Since the system
has already read all
the collected data,
determined the
relationships between
elements in the data,
and inferred the
existence of unknown
data elements based
on existing data,
several steps in the
analysis process are
no longer required. The
analyst can focus on all
obvious investigation
paths simultaneously
and several stories can
emerge from a single
visual representation
(see Figure 2). In the
analysis process, the
Pivot and Search steps
can be advanced.
At any point, the
analyst may stop the
investigation once
one or more coherent
narratives or stories
can be built around the
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connected data objects.
Using AI-assisted analysis means the analyst can see
their entire “analysis board.” This makes the obvious
investigation choices clear and plotting a path to root
cause much faster and easier.
The inference of non-existent data elements using
machine reasoning and data element triangulation
makes analysts less dependent on what data they see
and more on what it means. Two hosts for which data
exists communicate with a third host for which there is
no data, and this means the third host may be invisible
in a SIEM or UEBA solution. This makes a CDA solution
with integrated machine reasoning the logical next

Figure 2: Connected data elements on an Gemini Knowledge Graph
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step beyond the current SIEM and UEBA data horizon,
as conclusions derived from these solutions depend on
“known” data (see figure 3).

a similar problem. Collaboration is doubly hard when
conveying analysis between IT operations and security
teams. While both teams have a vested interest in an
organization’s risk reduction, the lack of a common
lexicon can create misunderstanding that gets in the
way of viewing a problem in a holistic way.

Analysis Collaboration and Communication
As indicated in the government survey, analysts who
collaborate see much greater accuracy in their results.
Unfortunately, there is not a common reference
language for describing IT issues and communicating
them across an organization. Even among individual
analysts on the same team, most record and convey
findings using language that differs based on training
level, maturity, and biases. This hampers team training
and is a barrier to collaboration. Analysis performed by
an individual that is no longer with the company may
be impossible to decipher.

Finally, It is difficult for the rest of the organization,
particularly line-of-business owners and executives, to
be a part of the response to problem and understand
the lessons learned. This is important when the
analysis team suggests additional expenditures
for more personnel or new tools. These barriers to
knowledge transfer can lead to the full value of
analysis not being realized nor treated as a corporate
asset.

Additionally, completed analysis is not stored where it
is created, making it difficult to find and categorize.
It is often stored in Box or on a Google drive. This
makes it less likely that it will be used as context for

CURRENT DATA
ANALYSIS HORIZON:
Observed hosts and
activities in the data

ANALYST

EXPANDING THE
ANALYSIS HORIZON:
Inferred hosts,
services, and
connections

SIEM:
Rule-based
Correlation

UEBA:
Machine
Learning

Machine reasoning properly classifies the data from
multiple, disparate sources and applies the correct
relationship in context. These relationships create
a common language for IT operations and security
teams. Analysis can be
recorded as stories that may
be shared with anyone from
the analysis team to line of
business owners responsible
for uptime and maintaining
a secure environment. Once
a number of story types are
created, supervised machine
learning can be added to
identify patterns in the stories
and can assist in identifying
additional new issues in old
data.

AI:
Machine
Reasoning

Figure 3: Using Machine Reasoning for Data Element Inference
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CDA SUMMARY
Continuous Data Analysis (CDA) is an all-in-one
solution category that handles the related problems of
data platform management, analysis speed, accuracy,
and collaboration. The solution addresses data analysis
speed and accuracy and platform management by
introducing automation specific to the management
of big data platforms.
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Machine reasoning adds context and allows
relationships to drive analysis, imply the existence of
hosts for which you have no data, and suggest the next
steps in the process. The search and pivot steps in an
analysis process are removed, saving precious time.
Analysis is relayed and understood inside and across
analysis teams and with executives through easy to
understand stories. This allows for an organizationwide response to outages or incidents, and bridges the
gap between security, operations and business teams.

Gemini provides Continuous Data Analysis. We translate data into knowledge using machine reasoning. With Gemini Enterprise, gain enterprise knowledge
and awareness, accelerate analysis with AI, and simplify management of big data platforms. Designed for modern architectures, Gemini Enterprise reduces
complexity in the cloud or on premises. Gemini Data was founded and built by experts from Splunk, ArcSight, and AppDynamics that understand the
importance of building awareness across the enterprise. Find more information at geminidata.com or follow us on Twitter @geminidataco.
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